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hour's search for a missing five poulìds
when balancing would be avoided,
many an a'gravating 'annoyance and
error in correspondence or invoicing
would be averted by the adoption of
the upright system. Here again the
advantage is both mutual and gener'al.

But the unique conciseness of up-
right caligraphy both in ordinarywork
and tabular forms economises in a
wonderful manner time, space and
material.

It has been accurately computed-
the computations being repeatedly
verified by practical tests-that Verti-
cal writing occupies about three-fifths
to seven-tenths the space required by
oblique writing of the same size, that
the pen travels over about three.f;fths
the outline demanded by the siope
and thus paper, pens, ink, time and
money are saved where the upright
system obtains. That this is material
gain to employers and employees will
be universally admitted and the gain
rises in value when it is found that
there is no counterbalancing loss or
disadvantage.

But, I hear some objector remark
"This New Style Vertical writing is so
much slower that it cannot compete
in speed with the Dashinig and Time-
honoured Sloping Style."

"Dashing " the oblique penman-
ship certainly is, but Time honoured
it certainly is not. The italian style
only budded into existence about the
middle of the Sixteenth Century,
whereas Vertical writing was the only
writing for and during all the preced-
ing Centuries from the very origin of
the Artin the distant ages of Antiquity.
The word Time-honoured is a mis-
nomer when applied to " Slope"

Both .exciting and important how-
ever is the question of relative speed
in the two st'yles under discussion.
It can be shewp that the Vertical
systen is slower ihan the oblique if
it can be clearly and satisfactorily

proved that sloping writing can be-
produced more rapidly than upright
writing under given and the sane con-
ditions, then a very powerful argument
will be found against the introductibn
of the proposed innovation, whatever
other potent reasons there might be-
for and in favour of such an adoption.

However this ýask see=ns to, be an
impossible one, nay the very contrary-
seems to have been easily and con-
clusively demonstrated.

When we contemplate the two cases.
side by side where a Vertical writer
and a Sloping writer are engaged on
identically the same kind of work,-we
find the following developments or
phonomena.

The Vertical writer sits naturally·
and erect at his task whilst the Slop-
ing writer ass.umes ail sorts of abnor--
mal postures, twists and contor-
tions of head, neck, spine,. etc., in
a more or less cranmed and un-
naturalattitude that, will necessarily
handicap him very niuch in the con-
test. The highest possible rate of
speed is impossible with the writer in.
such a painful position, and thus the
superiority of the Vertical system is.
at once apparent.

And besides this, the sloping writer
will feel the effects of long continued
writing much sooner and much more-
severely than his fellow clerk whohas-
no such.attitudes to sustain in the up
right method. .

Furthermore if we examine the
writing itself we discover that whilst.
the vertically written letters are short,
concise and compact, the oblique-
letters are long, sprawling and often
-although not.sequentially-very or-
nate. Nowitisageometricalfactthat in.
writing of the sane size-i.e. betweený
the sane or equally distant parallel.
lines-the length of the sloping char--
acters or outline will invariably be
when compared with Vertical as five-
to three or thereabouts.
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